Infinti g37s

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Lied about a vehicles
inventory. Upon my arrival I was showed a different vehicle than what was on the pictures.
Ended up finding a newer vehicle with less miles However everyone was very helpful. Great
dealership to work with. Quick response to all my questions. Got a great deal on the car. Highly
recommend!! My questions were answered and I was happy with the knowledge they have with
financing. In my opinion great place to buy your next vehicle. The salesman was Extremely
about the vehicle and brand I was looking at. The management were also on top of
communications and helpful. I may return for the vehicle later this week Car leaks water. After I
specifically asked if water comes inside the car and I was told no. I'm very dissatisfied with this
dealer. They publish a price and it is only suppose to be the cash price! They don't disclose that
in the ads or their website and when I called them before going there and told them that I was
going to use financing, she didn't mention it either. Spoke extensively with dealer about a
specific vehicle When he arrived, the vehicle had pieces glued in place, door panels not
attached on the inside broken door clips , chipped and peeling tinted windows and liquid
pouring out from underneath after a short test drive. These gentleman really go all out. Very
little hassle it was a delightful experienc. If your looking I suggest you start there. Car is great
but have mecanic problems that were not check before the selling so was a surprise. Great
communication but lost the sale due to price being much more than expected. Had to go with a
similar vehicle at a nearby dealership. Thanks for the quick reply very helpful made me realize I
better fix my credit before buying a car to get better interest im definitely coming back for a car.
When I contacted nexcar the told me that this car was already sold but they where able to find a
better car for me with low monthly payments and insurance they made everything thing easy for
my first time buying a car. Great dealer went in for a car that they sold and landed up buying a
different car Alfrado was a great salesman answered all my questions I was nervous going in
there thinking I wasn't going to get approved between Alfrado and the manager Will and Ron
they made it every easy and quick I am happy with my new car thank you Z Motors for making
my day. Nice staff very professional. Waiting on my second key that was promised to me.
Coffee bar in dealership. The finance manager and the first sales rep were horrible. How dare
someone tell me not to place a large deposit to purchase a car. I did not buy a car, but they were
quick to respond to my request for more info and pictures. Felt no pressure. I had a great
experience at the dealer talking with Gary. I had done my research so knew the car I wanted. I
took a test drive and Gary answered all my questions. I really liked the fact that the paperwork
was all on Doc u sign, made it fast and easy and I was not there for hours, like I had experienced
at other dealers. The other part I liked, I had Gary all the way through the process, start to finish.
Didn't hear back, so sent it again 3 days later Got a canned response to call or come in, even
though CG showed the car as sold Just another sorry dealer! The sales person was very helpful
and informative and willing to help me find the vehicle I desired. They car was delivered
extremely dirty, needed 4 tires, brakes all around, wipers and an oil change. I called and spoke
to the sales person Aileen and her excuse was that their in house maintenance person was off. I
tried for days to get them to even cover a portion of the cost of the parts but they kept giving me
the run around, they even stopped taking my calls. Buying from this company was a horrible
decision on my part. I would NOT recommend them. Very professionals and friendly, and the
agent Angelon went the extra mile to help me!!! I recommend!!!! Best service, very
knowledgeable and attentive to my needs. Also, great prices! A very honest dealer needed a car
for my wife and she got great at a great price!! I had a great experience I drove all the way from
west palm beach. I was greeted by sales man Alfredo very respectful and honest he showed me
a couple different options if you have struggling credit or you are in need for a car go to
zmotors ask for Alfredo he well make it happen! Thanks zmotors! Also I wanna give a thanks to
the staff made it nice and easy sign and drive! Introduced in , the Infiniti G37 replaced the G35 in
the Japanese automaker's lineup. The new G37 featured more aerodynamic styling, an updated
suspension, and a more powerful engine that made it competitive with such high-performance
vehicles as the Audi TT roadster, the Jaguar XK and the BMW i. For its first year in production,
the G37 was powered by a horsepower, 3. The VVEL technology not only tunes the engine
continually for optimal performance, but also provides improved fuel efficiency and lower
carbon-dioxide emissions. The new G37 also featured a number of innovations, such as
four-wheel Active Steer, which means that all wheels turn as you steer. This helps improve
handling, especially during hard cornering. Other features such as a five-speed automatic
transmission with magnesium steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters, inch brake disks,
Washi-finish aluminum interior trim, and a leather-trimmed way-adjustable driver's sport seat
made this a cutting-edge vehicle both inside and out. The G37 was also equipped with an
speaker, Bose-designed Infiniti Studio on Wheels stereo system and massive inch wheels. We'll
help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and

we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image
Not Available. Read more. No digs in paint. Cared for by the Seller maticulously in every
respect. Great records on servicing and repair. You will have an easy transaction with Paul. This
machine is absolutely worth the price as advertised!! I have the G37x coupe, very nice car,nice
cockpit layout, fast,only drawback its a heavy car about lbs its a great Grand Tourer. I think that
this model is an excellent buy, the cost was reasonable and there was not a thing missing as far
as the amenities. As for what other models i would recommend im a nissan man so if its a
nissan product you are good!! Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Response was instantaneous. Vehicle was in an immaculate
condition and ready to go. Staff was professional and friendly. Didn't show much interest in me
being there but gave a very detailed description of the car. No negotiation whatsoever, price
advertised is if you only finance through them. Vehicle purchase price increases when trying to
buy out. Did not entertain other finance options. Have not made a decision on the exact car I am
buying yet, but this dealer has been very responsive to my inquiries and has answered my
questions directly. So far, I am very happy with their customer service. Decent job of follow
through. Overall a favorable experience. Excellent customer service. Contacted me within a few
hours. Joshua gets 2 thumbs up. Received an email and a follow up call regarding my interest in
a vehicle. I tried making it up to see the vehicle but weather was a factor. Salesman was not
pushy which I greatly appreciated. Very professional. The cars were going like hot cakes. Met
some people that have purchased in the past and have been happy with the quality of the cars
and they were back to buy another one. Jorge and Carlos are very nice straight shooters. They
were very helpful in acquiring financing, there were no hidden charges and the car was well
represented. Thanks guys. Very helpful, even sent me pictures under the hood. Though I had to
email twice for it, they apologized for being understaffed. Had to wait for the car to be recovered
from where ever they kept it hidden off property somewhere. They were more interested in
getting me to finance the car then taking me paying cash outright. All this after I had to wait an
hour for the salesman to return. A completely wasted day. The car was beautiful though even
though I was never allowed to purchase it and took my cash elsewhere. The salesman was
honest when representing the companies dishonest ways!! What a joke. They have a customer
for life. Well worth the drive for us. The car was exactly as described. Edward and every other
employee there were so friendly and helpful. Micheal and each staff member that I interacted
with was helpful, mindful of me as a person first, and humanized the experience. In addition,
they have created an entire support package filled with extended warranties and references if
need be. As a customer they have your back with their full network. Very deceptive tactics. I did
not get straight answer to any of my questions. A total waste of my time and insult to my
intelligence. They are absolutely amazing and they have great deals. Great Service. Would
absolutely recommend this place to everyone. I went to see the Toyota sienna. First they have it
in the other lot after 20 minutes the sales manger said it is sold out. Mean while I am still seeing
that sienna on cargurus website for a week now. I mean if the car is sold they should take it off.
Don't waste your time visiting this dealer. I made an appointment determined to buy a Mercedes
E posted on CarGurus checking before if the car was available. They liars Do not fall into their
trap. Based on other reviews I just read and my experience, I'm surprised cargurus let's them
use their platform. I've worked in the car business and I know how seriously a good dealership
takes this. Absolutely unacceptable. They listed a car at a high market rate. Extremely deceiving
advertising practices!!! Good thing I made an appointment. Dealer did necessary protocols copy of driver's license, test drive etc. Vehicle did not come with owner's manual. Although
dealer explained the last owner must have removed it, it was not willing to procure a
replacement without a charge. Car came with only one remote key, with no remote start.
Introduced in , the Infiniti G37 replaced the G35 in the Japanese automaker's lineup. The new
G37 featured more aerodynamic styling, an updated suspension, and a more powerful engine
that made it competitive with such high-performance vehicles as the Audi TT roadster, the
Jaguar XK and the BMW i. For its first year in production, the G37 was powered by a
horsepower, 3. The VVEL technology not only tunes the engine continually for optimal
performance, but also provides improved fuel efficiency and lower carbon-dioxide emissions.
The new G37 also featured a number of innovations, such as four-wheel Active Steer, which

means that all wheels turn as you steer. This helps improve handling, especially during hard
cornering. Other features such as a five-speed automatic transmission with magnesium
steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters, inch brake disks, Washi-finish aluminum interior trim,
and a leather-trimmed way-adjustable driver's sport seat made this a cutting-edge vehicle both
inside and out. The G37 was also equipped with an speaker, Bose-designed Infiniti Studio on
Wheels stereo system and massive inch wheels. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, t
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ransmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you
only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing ,
our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi
mi Nationwide. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first.
CarGurus User. Read more. No digs in paint. Cared for by the Seller maticulously in every
respect. Great records on servicing and repair. You will have an easy transaction with Paul. This
machine is absolutely worth the price as advertised!! I have the G37x coupe, very nice car,nice
cockpit layout, fast,only drawback its a heavy car about lbs its a great Grand Tourer. I think that
this model is an excellent buy, the cost was reasonable and there was not a thing missing as far
as the amenities. As for what other models i would recommend im a nissan man so if its a
nissan product you are good!! Why Use CarGurus?

